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EDITORIAL NOTE
Amino acids area unit organic compounds that contain amino[a]
(−NH+3) and treat –CO2-functional teams, aspect in conjunction 
with beside at the side of together with} a side chain (R group) 
specific to every aminoalkanoic acid. Each aminoalkanoic acid 
area unit carbon weather (C), chemical element (H), oxygen (O), 
and element (N); additionally Sulfur (S) is also present in the side 
chains of amino acids and peptides. Selenocysteine is an 
important amino acid and antioxidant (Se) found in the 
aminoalkanoic acid selenocysteine.. quite five hundred present 
amino acids area unit celebrated to represent compound units of 
peptides, together with proteins, as of twenty (though solely 20 
seem within the ordering, and selenocysteine, that is encoded in 
a very special approach.

Amino acids area unit formally named by the IUPAC-IUBMB 
Joint Commission on organic chemistry terminology in terms of 
the fictional "neutral" structure shown within the illustration. as 
an example, the systematic name of aminoalkanoic acid is 2-
aminopropanoic acid, supported the formula CH3−CH (NH2)
−COOH. The Commission even this approach as follows:

The systematic names and formulas given see theoretical forms
within which amino teams area unit protonated and carboxyl
teams area unit unrelated. This convention is helpful to avoid
varied nomenclatural issues however mustn't be taken to imply
that these structures represent associate degree considerable
fraction of the amino-acid molecules.

The last a part of the second sentence mustn’t be taken to imply
that these structures represent associate degree considerable
fraction of the amino-acid molecules" is significant.

They can be classified consistent with the locations of the core
structural useful teams, as alpha- (α-), beta- (β-), gamma- (γ-) or
delta- (δ-) amino acids; alternative classes relate to polarity,
ionization, and aspect chain cluster sort (aliphatic, acyclic,
aromatic, containing chemical group or sulphur, etc.). Within
the sort of proteins, aminoalkanoic acid residues type the
second-largest element (water is that the largest) of human
muscles and alternative tissues. On the far side their role as
residues in proteins; amino acids participate in a very variety of
processes like neurochemical transport and synthesis.

The unity of the chemical class was recognized by Wurtz in 1865;
however he gave no specific name to that. The primary use of
the term "amino acid" within the English dates from 1898;
whereas the German term, Aminosäure, was used earlier
Proteins were found to yield amino acids once protein digestion
or acid chemical reaction. In 1902, Emil Fischer and Franz
Hofmeister severally projected that proteins area unit fashioned
from several amino acids, whereby bonds area unit fashioned
between the amino teams of 1 aminoalkanoic acid with the
chemical group of another, leading to a linear structure that
Fischer termed "peptide".

Cysteine was discovered in 1810, though its compound, cysteine,
remained undiscovered till 1884. Glycine and essential amino
acid were discovered in 1820.The last of the twenty common
amino acids to be discovered was essential amino acid in 1935 by
William Cumming Rose, World Health Organization
additionally determined the essential amino acids and
established the minimum daily necessities of all amino acids for
best growth.
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